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Future Architecture Platform is a European program which promotes talents in architecture. Created by an 
association of 19 institutional bodies, Future Architecture Platform is based on an open call and a selection 
process in the form of an on-line voting procedure of the projects submitted. The platform selects 25 finalist 
proposals and turns them into a program of exhibitions, events and workshops shared by all the participating 
institutions.  

The program objective is to identify young groups of professionals, creative talents and enthusiasts from 
different parts of the world whose ideas are able to tell us the future of architecture. This is why Future 
Architecture Platform not only includes architectural projects but also theoretical speculations, conferences, 
learning programs, publications and any other form of research relating to the future of architecture.  

In line with its nature, MAXXI chose to relate to the Future Architecture Platform project with its consolidated 
strategy of promoting young talents, presenting the artworks of five of the 25 finalist groups in the exhibition 
and offering to five more studios the opportunity to personally tell the research they have been carrying out in 
a series of talks which will take place in the piazza of the Museum during summer.  

Through their exhibited projects, Future Architecture Platform finalists help us understanding how architecture 
may play a role in our future societies thanks to innovative solutions in the field of technology, of social space, 
in the relationship between architecture and its users, as well as in the very same idea of construction and 
cooperation. 

 
PROJECTS ON DISPLAY 
 
Esen Gökçe Özdamar, Ahmet Bal, Şermin Şentürk 
Bioplarch  
From agricultural waste to architectural biomorphology  
Tekirdağ TURKEY 
 
Plan Común (Felipe De Ferrari, Diego Grass,Thomas Batzenschlager, Marcelo Cox,Kim Courrèges, Pedro 
Correa, Pedro Hoffmann,Luca Magagni, Ciro Miguel, Bruna Canepa,Hamed Khosravi, UMWELT, WAI Think 
Tank) 
Common Places  
De-mercantilized, political and strategic projects for the public and society at large. 
Santiago CHILE 
 
Urbz (Matias Echanove, Jai Bhadgaonkar,Ketaki Tare, Bharat Gangurde) 
No Future  
Architectural practice must leave the future behind and instead seize the present. 
Mumbai INDIA 
 
Jack Self 
The Ingot  
Using financial conditions of debt as a design tool we can create high-quality and inexpensive homes. 
London UNITED KINGDOM 
 
Lavinia Scaletti  
ZIP City: Houseless Not Homeless  
An urban programme exploring a new way of living in cities without a house and redefining the concepts of 
ownership, sharing and home. 
London UNITED KINGDOM 
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